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Introduction 
A lattice-homomorphism, or briefly a homomorphism, of a lattice L is 
generally defined as a mapping of L into a lattice L, which preserves finite 
joins and finite meets. If L is a complete lattice, then a homomorphism 
of L is called a complete homomorphism if the image of L is a complete 
lattice again and if it preserves infinite joins and infinite meets, thus, 
if for every set of elements {x"J' x"' E L, <X ranging over an index set A, 
we have 
(1) V x"' = V x"' and 1\ x"' = 1\ x,. 
o;EA 
If a complete lattice L is the direct product of two lattices L1 and L 2, 
L=L1 x L 2, then the homomorphic mapping of L onto L1 determined by 
(xv x2) -+ Xv (xv x2 E L, x1 E Lv x2 E L2, is called a decomposition homo-
morphism. It is obvious that if L is complete that L1 and L2 are also 
complete and that the homomorphism L -+ L1 is a complete homo-
morphism. Thus we may say that a decomposition homomorphism of a 
complete lattice is a complete homomorphism. The converse need not 
be true as we shall show. First, we observe that it follows from the 
definition of direct product of lattices, that if L=L1 x L 2 (L complete) 
and a is the greatest element of L, which is mapped on the zero element 
of L1 and a' is the smallest element of L which is mapped on the unit 
element of L1 by the decomposition homomorphism (xv x2) -+ xv that 
a and a' are complements. Now, let L be a distributive complete lattice 
satisfying the infinite distributive law 
(2) ( 1\ X0 ) U X = 1\ (x,. U x) 
and let us also suppose that Lis not a Boolean algebra. Since Lis not a 
Boolean algebra, there exist an element a E L, which does not have a 
complement. It follows from (2) that the mapping x-+ xu a is a complete 
homomorphism of L onto the complete lattice I= [a, 1]. ([p, q], p-:;;,q 
stands for the closed interval of all elements x, p<,x<,q. The zero and 
unit element of L are denoted by 0 and 1 respectively). Now the mapping 
x -+ x u a cannot be a decomposition homomorphism. Indeed, suppose 
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that x __,.. x U a would be a decomposition homomorphism, then there 
would exist a direct factorisation L =I X L' (" =" means "isomorphic to") 
of L, such that the mapping L __,..I, where every element of Lis mapped 
on its first component, is the mapping x __,.. x U a. Let a' be the smallest 
element of L which is mapped on the unit element of I, then we would 
have that a and a' are complements, since a is the greatest element of L 
which is mapped on the zero element of I. But this contradicts that a 
does not have a complement. 
On the other hand it follows almost immediately from results obtained 
by DILWORTH [2], that a homomorphism of a relatively complemented 
complete lattice L is complete, if and only if it is a decomposition homo-
morphism (Theorem 7). The question arises under which conditions, in 
the general case, a homomorphism of a complete lattice L into a lattice 
L is complete. It is clear that there is no loss of generality if we assume 
that the mapping L __,.. L is "onto". It is well-known that in that case 
there is a one-one correspondence- up to isomorphisms- between the 
homomorphisms of L and the congruence relations of L. A congruence 
relation () of L is an equivalence relation of L, enjoying the substitution 
property for finite joins and meets, i.e. if xi - Yi (mod ()), i = 1, 2, ... n, 
i=n i=n i=n i=n 
xi and y, E L, then V x,- V y, (mod ()) and 1\ x,- 1\ y, (mod ()). 
i~l i~l i~l i~l 
The corresponding homomorphism of L, denoted by ()*, is the homo-
morphic mapping of L onto the lattice L 0 of residue classes modulo () 
of L, where every x E L is mapped on the residue class x in which x is 
lying. Conversely, every homomorphism of L determines a congruence 
relation, determined by the set of residue classes. We say that () and ()* 
generate one another. If we define a complete congruence relation () of a 
complete lattice L as a congruence relation, satisfying the condition, 
that for any two sets (finite or infinite) {x,,} and {y,}, ex E A where x, = y, 
(mod ()) for every ex E A, we have 
(3) V x, - V y, (mod () and 1\ x, - 1\ y, (mod ()), 
then it is not difficult to show that the complete homomorphisms of L 
correspond to the complete congruence relations of L (Lemma 1.). In this 
connection we observe, that not every homomorphic image of a complete 
lattice is a complete lattice again, or in other words if() is some congruence 
relation of a complete lattice L then L 0 need not be complete ([1 ], Ex. lOb, 
p. 50). However, it follows from the preceding remarks that if() is a com-
plete congruence relation that L 0 is complete. Hence we may say that a 
congruence relation() of a complete lattice Lis always of one of the following 
types: (i) () generates a homomorphic mapping ()* of L onto the non-
complete lattice L 0• (ii) ()generates a non-complete homomorphic mapping 
()* of L onto the complete lattice L 0• (iii) () generates a complete homo-
morphic mapping()* of L onto the complete lattice L 0• The homomorphisms 
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of the type (iii) form the subject of the present paper. Homomorphisms 
of the type (i) will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
We have seen previously, that a homomorphism of a complete lattice 
L onto a complete lattice L is complete, if and only if the congruence 
relation generated by this homomorphism is complete. It is not difficult 
to show, that if a congruence relation () is complete, that the residue 
classes of L modulo fJ are closed intervals and we shall prove that this 
condition is also sufficient (Theorem 2). 
It is well-known (see § 1), that the congruence relations of a lattice L 
form a distributive complete lattice 0[ L ], satisfying the infinite distri-
butive law 
(4) () (j v ()IX = v (fJ (j ()IX) 
IXEA IXE'A 
If {fJIX}, rx E A, is a set of congruence relations of a complete lattice L, 
then the question arises whether 1\fJIX and V ()IX are complete again. 
IXEA IXEA 
The answer is that 1\fJIX is always complete, but V ()IX need not be com-
<XeA <XEA 
plete, even not in case we are dealing with finite joins. In fact, we shall 
prove (Theorem 1), that the set O*[L] of complete congruence relations 
of L is a complete 1\-sublattice of O[L] (/\-lattice means: sublattice 
with respect to finite and infinite meets). It follows that although O[L] 
is always distributive, this need not be true for O*[L]. However if Lis 
a relatively complemented complete lattice then the finite join of complete 
congruence relations is complete again and therefore O*[L] is a /\, u-
sublatice of O[L] and moreover a Boolean algebra (/\, u-sublattice 
means: with respect to finite and infinite meets and finite joins) (DILWORTH, 
[2]). If, finally, Lis a complete Boolean algebra A, then 0* [A] is a /\, V-
sublattice of O[A] and isomorphic to A (Corollary of Theorem 8). 
§ l. 
Henceforth L always stands for a complete lattice. Small characters 
always denote elements of L. The zero end unit element are denoted by 
0 and l respectively. We recall that an ideal I is a set of elements of L, 
satisfying the condition that. if x and y E I, then xu y E I and if x E I, 
then z E I for all z.;;;;x. A dual ideal is defined dually. A principal ideal is 
an ideal which has a greatest element and thus the principal ideals are 
the closed intervals [0, a]. If () is a congruence relation of L, then the 
set of all elements x, x _ 0 (mod fJ) is an ideal denoted by fa. We say 
that an ideal I is a congruence ideal of L, if I =I8 for s0me congruence 
relation () of L. Again 18 means the set of all elements x, x- 1 (mod fJ) 
and the concept "dual congruence ideal" is defined dually. Finally we 
remark, that if x = y (mod fJ), that x = y = z (mod fJ) for all z, x.n y.;;;; 
.;;;;z.;;;;x u y. The set O[L] of congruence relations of L can be made into 
a complete lattice by defining fJ1 < fJ2 if and only if x _ y (mod fJ1) implies 
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x - y (mod 8 2). It can be easily shown, that if {81X}, a<- E A, is a set of 
congruence relations, that 1\ 8" is determined by x- y (mod 1\ 8"), 
aeA 
if and only if x y (mod 81X) for every a<- E A and that x- y (mod V 8") 
<>EA 
if and only if there exists a finite sequence x=z0, ~' ... zi-V zi, ... , zn=y, 
such that zi-I _ zi (mod 8") for some a<-; E A and for all i= 1, 2, ... , n. 
The zero and unit element of O[L] are denoted by z and u respectively. 
Finally we recall that O[L] is distributive and satisfies the infinite 
distributive law (4). Two congruence relations (J1 and (J2 of L are called 
permutable if x z (mod (]1 ), z _ y (mod (J2) implies x _ z' (mod (J2) 
and z' y (mod (J1 ) for some z'. It is not difficult to show that if (J1 and 82 
are permutable, that x - y (mod (J1 u 82) if and only if x _ z (mod (J1 ) 
and z = y (mod (J2) for some z. A congruence relation (j is called a 
decomposition congruence relation if L 8 is a direct factor of L. It is not 
difficult to show [1], [3], that (J is a decomposition congruence relation 
if and only if (j has a complement 8' in O[L] and (j and 8' are permutable 
(see also [2]). Now we shall prove the following lemma, which we have 
already mentioned in the introduction. 
Lemma 1. 
A congruence relation 8 of a complete lattice L is complete if and only 
if the homomorphic mapping (J* is a complete homomorphism. 
Proof. 
First, suppose that (j is complete. Let for every x E L, x denote the 
residue class of L modulo (J in which x is lying. If {x"}' a<- E A, is some 
set of elements of L 8, then we have V x .. ;;;;;. every x"', since V x" > 
<>EA 1XEA 
every x"'. If for some y E L, y > eve£y x"', then y n x" = x"' for every 
a<- E A and thus y n XIX- x" (mod 8) for every a<- EA. Now y > every 
y () xiX and thus y > V (y () xiX) and therefore y > V (y () xiX). But by 
IXEA 
hypothesis V (y () x"') = V x" (mod (J) and thus V (y () x"') = V xiX 
IXEA IXEA IXEA 
and thus y > V xiX. It follows that V x" exists and is equal to V xiX. 
IXEA O<EA O<EA 
The corresponding statement for meets follows by a dual argument and 
the other half of the proof is immediate. 
It is obvious that if {eiX}, a<- E A, is a set of complete congruence relations, 
that 1\ 81X is complete again. Since the unit element u is a complete 
O<EA 
congruence relation, u belongs to 0* [ L] and we conclude 
Theorem 1. 
The lattice 0* [ L] of complete congruence relations of a complete lattice 
is a complete /\-sublattice of the lattice O(L) of all congruence relations 
of L. 
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The following theorem gives, in combination with Lemma l, an intrinsic 
characterisation of complete homomorphisms. 
Theorem 2. 
A congruence relation fJ of a complete lattice L is complete if and only 
if the residue classes of L modulo f) are closed intervals. 
Proof. 
If f) is complete then it follows immediately from the definition, that 
every residue class has a smallest and a greatest element and furthermore 
that all elements belonging to the closed interval determined by these 
two elements belong to the same residue class. Now, let us suppose that 
the set of closed intervals i"'= [x"', y"']' <X E A, x"'<Y"' for every <X E A, is 
the set of residue classes modulo some congruence relation fJ, then we 
must show that fJ is complete. It is clear that it suffices to show, that 
for every A1 C A, we have x- y (mod fJ) and x' = y' (mod fJ), if x= V x"', 
IX EAt 
y = V y"', x' = 1\ x"', and y' = 1\ y"'. For every <X E A1 we have 
aEAt aeA1 a.e.A.1 
y"' u x _ x"' u x = x (mod fJ). Again, since every residue class is a closed 
interval, we have y=y U x= V Ya U x = V (y"' U x) = x (mod fJ). It 
a:EAt a.EAt 
follows from a dual argument that x' y' (mod fJ). 
We have already observed (Introduction), that if f) is a decomposition 
congruence relation that the mapping ()* of L onto the direct factor L 8 of 
L is a complete homomorphism and therefore (Lemma l), fJ is complete. 
We shall also prove this fact by means of Theorem 2, thus using the 
technique of congurence relations only. 
Theorem 3. 
Every decomposition congruence relation of a complete lattice is 
complete. 
Proof. 
If f) is a decomposition congruence relation then there exists, as we 
have seen, a congruence relation ()', such that f) u ()' =U and f) n ()' =z. 
Let x be some element of L, then there exists an element y E L, such 
that x = y (mod fJ) and y = l (mod fJ'), since f) and ()' and are permutable 
and f) u ()' = u. Again, let y' be some element, such that x - y' (mod fJ), 
then x = y = y' (mod fJ) and thus y = y u y' (mod fJ). But also y l 
(mod fJ') and thus y u y' = y (mod fJ'). From this it follows that y=y u y' 
since f) n ()' = z and therefore, every residue class has a greatest element. 
It follows from a dual argument that every residue rlass has a smallest 
element and we find that f) is complete (Theorem 2). 
§ 2. 
In this section we suppose that L is a relatively complemented complete 
lattice. If a is some element of L then a' denotes one of its complements 
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(in general a will be an element with a unique complement). Two intervals 
[x, y] and [x', y'] are called transposes, if at least one of the following 
conditions (i), (ii) is satisfied (i) x' U y = y' and y n x' = x (ii) y' u x = y 
and y' n x = x'. The following lemma is immediate [l ]. 
Lemma 2. 
If 8 is some congruence relation of L and [ x, y] and [x', y'] are transposes 
then z _ y (mod 8) if and only if x' = y' (mod 8). 
Remark. It follows that a= 0 (mod 8), if and only if a'_ l (mod 8). 
The following lemma is also useful. 
Lemma 3. 
If the congruence ideal I 0 of a congruence relation 8 is a principal ideal 
[0, a], then we have (i) a has a unique complement a' and 10 = [a', l] 
(ii) if p<,a<,q, then a has a unique relative complement in [p, q]. 
Proof. 
(i) Let a' be some complement of a, then it follows from Lemma 2 
(Remark) that a'- l (mod 8). From this it follows that for every x, x;;.a' 
we have x l (mod 8). Now we shall show that if x = l (mod 8), that 
x;;.a'. If x = l (mod 8) then x n a'_ a' (mod 8). Let y be a relative 
complement of x n a' in [0, a'], then it follows from Lemma 2, that 
x = 0 (mod a) and thus y<,a, but y<,a' and thus y<,a n a'=O or y=O. 
But this implies that x n a'= a' and thus x;;. a'. Since the same argument 
holds for every complement of a, it follows that a has a unique com-
plement. 
(ii) We consider the congruence relation 8' in the sublattice [p, q] of L, 
defined by x _ y (mod 8'), if and only if x = y (mod 8), p<,x<,q, p<,y<,q. 
It is clear that I 0 = [p; a] and thus a has a unique complement in [p, q] 
because of (i). 
Now we shall prove the following four theorems. Theorem 6 is due to 
DILWORTH [2]. For the sake of completeness we present another proof, 
which is based on Theorem 5. Part of Theorem 7 is also due to DILWORTH 
[2] who proved that the conditions (i) and (iii) are equivalent and part 
(iii) --+ (i) of our proof does not essentially differ from the proof of 
DILWORTH. 
Theorem 4. 
If 8 is a congruence relation of a relatively complemented lattice, then 
x y (mod 8) if and only if xU a=y U a and x n b=y n b for some 
a E I 8 and some b E 10• 
Theorem 5. 
If 81 and 82 are any two congruence relations of a relatively complemented 
lattice, then x- y (mod 81 U 82) if and only if xU a1 u a2 =y u ~ u a2 
and x n b1 n b2 =y n b1 n b2 for some a E I 8,, a2 E I 0,, b1 E 10,, and b2 E 18,. 
28 Series A 
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In particular x = 0 (mod (J1 U (J2) if and only if x<;~ U a2, ~ E 16,, a2 E 16, 
and x = I (mod (J1 U (J2) if and only if x > b1 () b2, b1 E 16,, b2 E 16,. 
Theorem 6. 
Any two congruence relations of a relatively complemented lattice are 
permutable. 
Theorem 7. 
If (J is a congruence relation of a relatively complemented complete 
lattice, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (J is a decomposition congruence relation 
(ii) (J is complete 
(iii) 16 is a principal ideal. 
Proof of Theorem 4. 
If xu a=y u a for some a E 18 , then we have x xu a=y u a= y 
(mod (J) and dually. If x = y (mod (J), then let x' be a relatively comple-
ment of x in [0, xu y] and let y' be a relatively complement of y in 
[0, xu y], then since x = y =xu y (mod (J), we have x' = 0 (mod (J), 
according to Lemma 2. Similarly y' - 0 (mod (J) and thus putting 
a=x' u y', we have a E 18 and it follows easily that xu a=y u a. Again, 
if we put b = x" () y", where x" and y" are relative complements of x 
in [x () y, I] and of yin [:p () y, I] respectively, then it follows that bE ] 8 
and that x () b=y ()b. 
Remark. It follows from the proof, that (J is completely determined 
by 18 (and by 18 ). · 
Proof of Theorem 5. 
If xu a=y U a, a=a1 u a2, a1 E 18,, a2 Ei8,, then we have a1 - 0 
(mod (J1 U (J2) and a2 - 0 (mod (J1 U (J2) and thus a1 U a2 - 0 (mod (J1 U (J2). 
Therefore a1 U a2 E 18, v 8, and we have, according to Theorem 4, that 
x = y (mod (J1 U (J2). If x = y (mod (J1 U (J2), then, again according to 
Theorem 4, we have xU a=y U a for some a E 18, vo, and thus a_ 0 
(mod (J1 u (J2). This means that there exists a sequence a= b0 , bv ... bi-v 
bi, ... , bn = 0, such that bi_1 - bi (mod (Jk), k =I or 2 or bi_1 U ci = bi U ci, 
where ci is an element of 18., i= I or 2. But this implies that a<;a1 u a2 for 
some a1 E 18, and some a2 E 16, and thus xU a1 u a2 =y u a1 u a2• The 
othe"r part of the proof follows from a dual argument and the particular 
case, mentioned at the end of the theorem, is an immediate consequence. 
Proof of Theorem 6. 
If x z (mod (J1) and z = y (mod (J2), then clearly x = y (mod (J1 u (J2). 
Then, according to Theorem 5, we have x U a1 U a2 = y u a1 u a2 and 
x () b1 () b2 =y () b1 () b2 for some~ E 18,, a2 E 16,, b1 El6,, b2 El6,. Now we 
have x= {xu (y () b1 () b2)} y () (y u a1 U a2) ={xU (y () b1)} () (y u a1) 
4I9 
(mod ()2). Again {xU (y fl b1)} fl (y u a1) = y (mod ()1 ), completing the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 7. 
(i) --+ (ii) and (ii) --+ (iii). 
These parts of the proof follows immediately from the Theorems 3 and 2. 
(iii) --+ (i). 
Suppose l 0 =[0,a]. Now we have (a'Ux);;;.(a'ux)fl(aux);;;.x for 
eve1·y x E L. Let v be a relative complement of (a' u x) fl (au x) in 
[x, I], then according to Lemma 2, we have v _ I (mod ()), since 
(a' u x) fl (au x) x (mod ()). It follows from Lemma 3 that v;;;.a' but 
v;;;.x and thus v;;;.a' U x and thus v;;;. (a' U x) fl (aU x). It follows that 
v= I and (a' u x) n (au x)=x. 
By a dual argument we find (a n x) u (a' fl x) = x. 
Now define a binary relation ()' by x = y (mod ()') if and only if 
x u a'= y U a'. It is clear that ()' is an equivalence relation, preserving 
joins. If xu a'=y u a', then we have x n a=(a' u x) fl (au x) n a= 
=(a' u x) n a= (a' U y) fl a= (a' U y) fl (aU y) fl a=y fl a. Similarly it 
follows that if x fl a=y n a, we have xu a' =y u a'. Therefore xu a'= 
= y u a' if and only if x fl a= y fl a and so ()' is a congruence relation 
and l 0 =[0,a']. Now it follows from Theorem 5, that since afla'=O, 
that x = I (mod () U ()') for all x E L and thus () U ()' = u. Again, if x = y 
(mod() fl ()'),then we have x _ y (mod()) and x - y (mod()') or xu a= y u a 
and x fl a= y n a. Thus x and y are relative complements of a in 
[x fl a, y U a] and it follows from Lemma 3 (ii) that x=y. Hence ()n()' =z 
and thus () is a decomposition congruence relation, completing the proof. 
We have seen (Theorem I), that if L is a complete lattice that the 
lattice 0* [ L] of complete congruence relations is a J\ -sub lattice of the 
lattice O[L] of all congruence relations of L. In case L is a relatively 
complemented lattice, much niore can be said. First, it is clear, that if 
{e,.}, ex E A, is a set of complete congruence relations of Land 18,. = [0, a,.] 
that lAo .. = [0, 1\ a,.]. Again, if ()1 and ()2 a.ce two congruence .relations 
<XEA <XEA ' 
of L, 18, = [0, a1] and 18, = [0, a2], then it follows immediately from 
Theorem 5 and fl!om the definition of an ideal, that 18, v 0, = [0, a1 U a 2]. 
Therefore, 10, v 8, is a principal ideal and we find that ()1 u ()2 is complete. 
It follows from the preceding discussion that O*[L] is a /\, u-sublattice 
of O[L]. Moreover since every congruence relation of Lis determined by 
its congruence ideal, it also follows that O*[L] is isomorphic to a/\, u-
sublattice L' of L, where L' consists of all elements a, such that [0, a] 
is a congruence ideal. Again it follows that since 0* [ L] is a J\, u-sub-
lattice ofO[L], that O*[L] is disrtibutive and it follows from Theorem 7, 
that 0* [ L] is complemented. Therefore 0* [ L] is a Boolean algebra. 
Finally, let {(),.}, ex E A, be some set of complete congruence relations of L, 
such that 18 = [0, a,.]. We know that O*[L] and thus L' is a complete 
"' 
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Boolean algebra, where infinite meets ·an.U finite joins are the same as 
i;'"O[L] and in L respectively. Let us denote infinite joins in O*[L] and in 
L' by V * (there is no danger for confusion in using the same symbol). 
Since L' is a Boolean algebra, complementation is orthocomplementation 
and thus V * a"'= ( /\ a~). Again, since L' and 0* [ L] are isomorphic, 
IXEA IXEA ' 
we have that ly~ = (0, ( /\ a~)'] and thus we arrive at the following 
IXEA"' IXEA 
theorem. 
Theorem 8. 
The lattice 0* [ L] of complete congruence relations of a relatively 
complemented complete lattice L is a /\, U-sublattice of the lattice 
O[L] of all congruence relations of L and is isomorphic to a sublattice 
L' of L. If {0"'}, £X E A, is a set of complete congruence relations and 
18 = (0, a"']' then lAo = (0, /\ a"'] and ly~ = (0, ( /\ a~)']. 
" IXEA"' IXEA IXEA"' <XEA 
Moreover O*[L] is a complete Boolean algebra. 
Remark. If 01 and 02 are two complete congruence relations, then 
it also follows from Theorem 6, that 01 U 02 is complete again, as can be 
shown easily. From this it also follows that if 01 and 02 are two complete 
and permutable congruence relations of a complete, not necessarily 
relatively complemented lattice, that 01 U 02 is complete again. 
Since every ideal and thus also every principal ideal in a Boolean algebra 
is a congruence ideal, Theorem 8 yields the following corollary: 
Corollary. 
The lattice 0* [A] of complete congruence relations of a complete 
Boolean algebra A is a /\, V-sublattice of O[A] and isomorphic to A. 
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